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POLICY ON DISSEMINATION OF STATISTICS IN ELECTRONIC FORM

UNESCO Institute for Statistics

1. What databases do you make available to the public in

electronic form?  Please list and indicate the

dissemination medium or media in each case (Internet, CD-

ROM, tapes, disks on demand, dial-up:

A subset of the regular UIS database of education

statistics and indicators is available on our Website and

will probably be available on CD-ROM in the future as well.

Data can be made available on demand on diskettes and, in

principle, on tapes (although we have received no recent

requests for tapes).

The data collected in the Education For All 2000

Assessment are available on CD-ROM.

A more limited range of data (for example, extracts

from the UNESCO Yearbook) on our other areas of

responsibility (science and technology, culture and

communications) is available on our Website and, on demand,

on diskettes and, in principle, tapes.



2. For Internet products, do you include facility for

selection/extraction of data from databases at users’

choice?

Yes, in principle, but not all possible options are

currently offered via the Website nor is the system as

user-friendly as it might be.

3. Please indicate the price in each case or if free:

All of our electronic products are available free of

charge.

4. What materials are distributed free and to whom?

All products (CD-ROMs, access to the Website,

diskettes and, in theory if not currently in practice,

tapes) are issued free of charge on request to any

enquirer. Some products (eg CD-ROMs) are sent on our own

initiative free of charge to Member States typically

together with printed material and publications.

5. Are pricing and free distribution determined by your

office, by another office in your organization or by

several offices?

We have decided that our electronic products should be

free of charge and hence have control over distribution

too. If we wished to charge for any of our products we



would need to consult other parts of the organization

(especially our in-house publications office).

6. Is there a written policy on pricing and free distribution?

Please summarize it as concerns your electronic data

products:

There is no written policy.

7. Is there a written policy concerning the use of Internet to

distribute data?  Please indicate its salient points as

concerns dissemination of your statistics on Internet:

There is no written policy.

8. Does your office receive any revenue from sales in

electronic formats?  Is this revenue an important component

of your budget?  Is the amount of revenue growing?

All our electronic products are currently free of

charge, so there is no revenue from sales.

9. Do your electronic databases for the public have print

counterparts?  Do you expect the electronic versions to

replace these in whole or in part over the next five years?

We produced an annual Statistical Yearbook up to and

including 1999 but have decided to discontinue it. It will

be replaced both by better access to our electronic

products and, we hope, better-targeted more user-friendly

publications. We are conscious that some of our users do

not have easy access to computers and/or reliable Internet



links and that there will therefore continue to be a demand

for printed materials.

10. Do you compile statistics on the distribution of electronic

products, or on Internet accesses?

Not on a regular basis. (A bug is preventing us from

viewing the statistics on Internet accesses at present.)

11. Do you accept and answer inquiries on statistics from the

public via e-mail? What is the volume?

Yes we do. This is one of the most common ways in

which we receive requests from members of the public. We

have two generic Email addresses to which queries are sent.

12. Do you have a licensing policy for electronic re-

dissemination of your data?

We don’t have a licensing policy as such but we have

had a licensing agreement for about 4 years with a

European-based organization (RCADE: Resource Centre for

Access to Data on Europe) to re-disseminate our data on

countries in Europe.


